
  

Place marrow bones and any fatty offcuts of meat your butcher has (we use beef

shins, shoulder blade, and the magic ingredient of pigs’ tails!) in a slow cooker. 

Add 2-3 tablespoons of ACV (does not need to be “with the mother” as the

benefits will be cooked out) and cover with water. We also like to add a couple of

peeled garlic cloves and some sprigs of Rosemary and Thyme.

Place your slow cooker on ‘High’ until simmering, then reduce to ‘Low’ and cook

for at least 24 hours (the longer the better!). Your broth will be done when any

marrow falls out of the bones and a shimmering film can be seen on top of the

liquid.

Remove the bones and any chunks but do not strain as this will remove the

goodness!

Add approximately 2 tablespoons of ground turmeric and a healthy amount of

freshly ground black pepper. Your broth should be a beautiful rich golden colour

with flecks of black pepper throughout.

Allow your broth to cool down slightly.

Dehydrate slices of lamb or calf liver in a low oven until all moisture has

evaporated (time and temperature will depend on your oven).

Chop the liver into tiny cubes (small enough to sit in the point of your pyramid

treat mat).

Place a cube of the liver in each pyramid and slowly pour over the slightly cooled

bone broth (use your spatula to spread into each hole). The prep mat is perfect for

catching any spills over the edge!

Put your pyramid mat in the freezer for a few hours until the top of your treats

looks cloudy.

Remove from the freezer and pop out the treats, any stuck together can easily be

snapped apart or sliced with a butter knife.

Your treats can be fed straight from the freezer as no-mess, healthy training

treats, or kept in the fridge where they will defrost to a firm jelly consistency.
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Marrow bones, fatty offcust 
Apple Cider Vinegar ACV
Garlic (optional)
Rosemary (optional)
Thyme (optional)
Black pepper
Turmeric
Lambs Liver 

ICE ICE 
Bone Broth
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